Abstract-We study the complexity of finding communication trees with the lowest possible completion time for rooted, irregular gather and scatter collective communication operations in fully connected, k-ported communication networks under a linear-time transmission cost model. Consecutively numbered processors specify data blocks of possibly different sizes to be collected at (gather) or distributed from (scatter) some (given) root processor where they are stored in processor order. We distinguish between ordered and non-ordered communication trees depending on whether segments of blocks are maintained in processor order. We show that lowest completion time, ordered communication trees under one-ported communication can be found in polynomial time by giving simple, but costly dynamic programming algorithms. In contrast, we show that it is an NP-hard problem to construct completion-time optimal, nonordered communication trees. We have implemented the dynamic programming algorithms for homogeneous networks to evaluate the quality of different types of communication trees, in particular to analyze a recent, distributed, problem-adaptive tree construction algorithm. Model experiments show that this algorithm is close to optimum for a selection of block size and root processor distributions. A concrete implementation for specially structured problems shows that optimal, non-binomial trees can possibly have even further practical advantage.
is to determine the complexity of building a communication schedule and structure that will allow to solve the problem in the determined time. For many regular operations, the latter problem can be solved in constant time per process, or with only a small, acceptable, say, logarithmic overhead, while yielding optimal completion time solutions. This is most often not the case for irregular operations.
For gather and scatter operations, trees are natural communication structures since data blocks flow to or from a single root process. This paper contributes to clarify the complexity of finding optimal (fastest, lowest completion time) communication trees for irregular gather and scatter problems under specific communication network assumptions that may serve as useful enough first approximations to real interconnects and communication systems. In particular we show that optimal trees can be constructed in polynomial time under certain natural constraints on how trees are built, whereas without these constraints, optimal tree construction is an NP-hard problem.
We study the problems under a linear transmission cost model, where the cost of transmitting a data block from one processor to another is proportional to the size of the block plus some constant start-up latency. Processors can only be involved in a single, or a small number of communication operations at a time. We assume that any processor can communicate with any other processor, but the cost of communication may be different for different pairs. Processes are bound one-to-one to processors, and ranked consecutively from 0 to p À 1, p being the number of processors in the network. That is, our communication model is the fully connected, k-ported, non-homogeneous, linear cost communication network [10] .
We distinguish between two types of communication trees. In the gather operation, data blocks from all processors are collected as a consecutive segment at the root processor in rank order. Conversely, for the scatter operation blocks stored in rank order at the root processor are distributed to the other processors such that processor i eventually receives the ith block from the root. An ordered gather or scatter tree has the property that segments of data blocks at processors that are interior tree nodes are consecutive and in rank order, that is blocks for some processors j; j þ 1; . . . ; j þ s for s ! 0 with i 2 ½j; . . . ; j þ s for processor i. This has the advantage that processors that have to send blocks further on will never have to perform possibly costly, local reorderings of these blocks, and can make the implementation for, say, MPI, easier. However, this restriction may exclude communication schedules with lower completion times. For non-ordered trees, this constraint is dropped, and processors are allowed to send or receive not necessarily rank ordered segments of blocks in any order. Non-ordered trees may require some processors to reorder their blocks into some order, such that rank order at the root processor is maintained. For example, the root processor in a gather tree may receive unordered segments from its children which have to be put into rank order; and in a scatter tree, the root may have to segment blocks in the order corresponding to the processors in the subtrees of each of its children.
Concrete contributions of the paper are the following:
For any given gather or scatter input instance, we show that with one-ported communication, optimal (fastest, lowest completion time), ordered communication trees can be found in polynomial time by a simple, dynamic programming algorithm running in Oðp 3 Þ operations for the homogeneous communication cost case, and in Oðp 4 Þ operations for the general, non-homogeneous case. We also show that optimal, ordered, binary communication trees can be computed by the same dynamic programming approach; all algorithms extend easily to the related problems of broadcast and reduction of data blocks (vectors). We use the offline, dynamic programming constructions to compare the completion times for different types of gather and scatter trees, in particular showing that a recently proposed, simple dlog pe communication round, bottom up algorithm [22] can achieve good results compared to the optimal solutions. However, optimal ordered trees are significantly better for the (common) case where a fixed gather or scatter root is externally imposed. For specially structured problems consisting of two sizes of data blocks that are either large or small, we indicate that optimal, (non-)ordered trees can indeed perform (much) better on a concrete system than the adaptive binomial trees generated by the algorithm in [22] . Finally, we show that computing optimal, nonordered communication trees is an NP-hard problem, meaning that the problems of finding optimal ordered and non-ordered trees are computationally different.
Related Work
Results on the gather and scatter collective communication operations can be found scattered over the literature. Standard, binomial tree and linear algorithms for the regular problems that are indeed used in most MPI library implementations, assuming a homogeneous, linear transmission cost model, or a simple hierarchical system are described in, e.g., [5] , [13] . Extensions to multiple communication ports for some of these algorithms have been given in, e.g., [6] , [17] . Algorithms for the regular scatter operation for the LogP and LogGP models were discussed in [1] . Other algorithms and implementations for the regular problems for MPI and UPC for a specific processor architecture can be found in [14] . Approaches to the irregular problems for MPI can be found in, e.g., [8] , [20] , [22] , but it is fair to say that there has been overall little attention paid to these problems in the MPI and PGAS communities. More theoretical papers consider the problems in a different setting, e.g., that of finding optimal communication schedules for given trees [2] .
THE MODEL AND THE PROBLEMS
For now we leave concrete systems and interfaces like MPI aside but return to specific issues in later remarks. We define the communication models and problems in terms of processors carrying out communication operations. Since the gather and scatter operations are semantically "dual", we sometimes treat only one of them; the results translate into analogous results for the other.
Communication Network Model
The assumption that point-to-point communication is synchronous with both processors involved when communication takes place is common (albeit sometimes implicit) [4] , [5] , and leads to contention free algorithms for truly fully connected, one-ported networks. Since it fixes when communication takes place, it can make the analysis of collective algorithms significantly easier than in possibly more realistic models like LogGP [1] that allow outstanding communication operations and overlap of both communication and computation. It often allows the development of optimal algorithms which is also significantly more difficult under LogGP , where few optimality results are known. Algorithms designed under the synchronous assumption often perform well in practice, where sometimes strict synchronous communication is relaxed for better performance. Models like LogP and LogGP can lead to algorithms with unrealistically large numbers of outstanding communication operations, unless some capacity constraint is externally imposed, and contention has to be accounted for [3] . Ironically, the optimal scatter algorithm in the simple LogP model has the root send data blocks to the other processors one after the other [1] . This does not correspond to practical experience [19] , [22] , and was one effect motivating the LogGP model. See the appendix for construction of optimal, irregular scatter and gather trees under the LogGP model.
The non-homogeneous assumption makes it possible to model some aspects of systems where routing between some processors i and j is needed, or of clustered, hierarchical systems with different communication characteristics inside and between compute nodes. Sparse, non-fully connected networks can be captured by setting latency a ij ¼ 1 for processors i and j that are not connected in the network. The model cannot account for congestion or serialization in such networks, though. In such sparse networks, there may not be feasible solutions to the ordered gather and scatter problems. In order to guarantee feasible solutions in all cases, instead a ij and b ij can be chosen to reflect the time for routing from processor i to processor j. The model could be extended to piecewise linear transmission costs with different a ij and b ij values for different message ranges.
With k > 1 communication ports in the model adopted here, processors can be involved in up to k concurrent communication operations at a time. Most of our results in the following will be for k ¼ 1. The general case with k ! 1 is more difficult for reasons that will be pointed out. Results for regular collective communication operations in k-ported (torus) systems can be found in, e.g., [4] , [6] , [17] .
The communication system is homogeneous if the communication costs for all processor pairs are characterized by the same start-up latency a and time per unit b. Likewise, homogeneous processors will have the same local copy cost g. In our model, point-to-point communication is always out of or into consecutive communication buffers, which can necessitate local copies or reorderings of data blocks. In interfaces like MPI, this can sometimes be done implicitly by the use of derived datatypes [15, Chapter 4] . It is probably realistic to assume that a local copy can at least partially be performed concurrently with communication, and our results can be adopted to this. However, for simplicity we assume here that there is such a cost governed by g ! 0 that cannot be overlapped with communication. 1 We tacitly assume that g i b ij for any processors i and j in order to prevent artificial algorithms where some local data are sent back and forth between processors in order to save on local copy costs.
Albeit pairwise communication is synchronous, the overall execution of an algorithm is not. Each processor and communication port can engage in new communication as soon as it has completed its previous communication operation, independently of what the other processors are doing. This means that delays can be incurred when the communication partner is not yet ready. Optimal algorithms will minimize the overall effects of such delays. Note that under this asynchronous model, the information dissemination lower bound argument from round-based, synchronous models of dlog 2 pe communication rounds [4] does not apply. Optimal gather and scatter trees may well have a root degree smaller than dlog 2 pe. Lemma 2 gives an example.
The Irregular Gather and Scatter Operations
The irregular gather/scatter operations are the following. Each processor i has a local communication buffer of size m i units (Bytes). In addition, a designated root processor r; 0 r < p has a buffer of size m ¼ P pÀ1 i¼0 m i capable of storing data for all processors, including the root itself. We will refer to m as the size of the gather/scatter problem. A gather or scatter problem is said to be regular, if all processors have the same buffer size m i ¼ m=p.
In the gather problem, each processor has a data block½m i of size m i in its communication buffer, and the root has to collect all data blocks consecutively in rank order into a large segment of blocks ½m 0 ; . . . ; m rÀ1 ; m r ; m rþ1 ; . . . ; m pÀ1 . The scatter problem is the opposite: The root has a large, consecutive segment of blocks in rank order½m 0 ; . . . ; m rÀ1 ; m r ; m rþ1 ; . . . ; m pÀ1 in its buffer, and has to distribute the blocks to the processors such that processor i eventually has the data block ½m i in its local buffer.
For both gather and scatter operations, the root processor r has a data block ½m r to itself.
Discussion
In common interfaces like MPI and UPC, the root is always an externally given, fixed processor. Alternatively, the root could be decided by the algorithm solving the gather/scatter problem and lead to faster completion time. We consider both variations here. Concrete interfaces may give more control over the placement of data blocks at the root process. In MPI, for instance, the actual placement is controlled by an explicit offset for each block. The internal structure of blocks can likewise be controlled via MPI derived datatypes. Such features, however, do not change the essential algorithmic costs of the operations. The MPI gather/scatter operations also assume that the root process has a local block to itself which has to be copied from one buffer to another, unless the MPI_IN_PLACE option is supplied [15, Section 5.5]). 1 . Taking g ¼ 0 is not strictly the same as assuming that a cost with g > 0 can be overlapped with communication; if communication is fast, some part of the local copy cost gm cannot be overlapped and will have to be paid.
Lower Bounds
An obvious lower bound for both scatter and gather operations with root processor r; 0 r < p in a one-ported, homogeneous communication cost model is a þ bð P i6 ¼r m i Þ þ gm r since all data blocks have to be sent from or received at the root from some (or several) processor(s), except for the root's own block for which a local copy cost has to be paid. With non-homogeneous communication costs, a lower bound for, e.g., the scatter operation is min j6 ¼r ða rj þ b rj P i6 ¼r m i Þ þ g r m r , determined by the fastest reachable neighbor processor of the root.
With instead k > 1 communication ports that can work simultaneously, a lower bound for the homogeneous cost case becomes a þ bðd P i6 ¼r m i =keÞ þ gm r , assuming that data blocks ½m i can be arbitrarily split.
In the algorithms we consider here, this will be forbidden. Blocks can be compounded into larger segments of blocks, but individual blocks ½m i cannot be further subdivided. In this case, a lower bound is less trivial to formulate. Let P 0 ; P 1 ; . . . P kÀ1 be a partition of f0; . . . p À 1g n frg into k subsets. Assume that the data blocks are distributed over k processors such that processor i has the blocks in P i . In that case, the gather and scatter operations can be completed in time a þ max 0 j < k b P i2P j m i þ gm r . A lower bound is given by a best such partition, e.g., by a partition that minimizes this gather/scatter time.
Discussion
For the k-ported lower bound, we assumed that the communication processor can with only one start-up latency a initiate or complete k communication operations. This latency a may depend on k. It could instead be assumed that each initiated communication operation would occur its own startup latency a. See [4] , [6] , [17] for further discussion.
The lower bound for k-ported communication indicates that attaining it implicitly requires solving a possibly hard packing problem. Section 4 shows that this is the case even in the one-ported case, unless the allowed algorithms are further restricted.
Gather and Scatter Trees
The trivial algorithms for the gather and scatter operations let the root processor receive or send the data blocks from or to the other processors in some fixed order. The trivial algorithms have a high latency term of ðp À 1Þa. Possibly better algorithms let processors collect larger segments of data blocks that are later transmitted either as a whole or as smaller segments. We consider such algorithms here, but restrict attention to trees in the following strict sense. Definition 1. Let the p processors be organized in a tree rooted at root processor r. A gather tree algorithm allows each processor except r to perform a single send operation (of a segment of blocks, towards the root). A scatter tree algorithm allows each processor except r to perform a single receive operation (of a segment of blocks).
Discussion
By the restriction to trees, individual blocks ½m i are not allowed to be split, since this would imply that some processors in a gather tree perform several send operations. In the one-ported, homogeneous transmission cost model, this restriction is not serious, since communication time between two processors cannot be improved by pipelining, and pipelining a block through a longer path of processors cannot be faster than sending the block directly to the root. It also prevents algorithms that send some blocks several times, but this would be redundant anyway and cannot improve the gather completion time. All current implementations for the MPI gather and scatter operations are such tree algorithms (to the authors knowledge).
It is possible that a gather operation could be performed faster, especially with non-homogeneous communication costs by algorithms where processors collect segments of blocks that are then split into smaller segments and sent through different paths to the root (even without violating the restriction that individual blocks are not split). The author knows of no such DAG (Directed Acyclic Graph) algorithms for the gather and scatter operations.
It is well-known that optimal trees for regular gather and scatter problems in the linear transmission cost model are binomial trees with root degree dlog 2 pe when a > 0, see, e.g. [5] . As will be seen, this is not the case for the irregular problems.
Gather and Scatter Tree Completion Times
We now formally define the completion time (cost) of gather and scatter trees for the irregular operations. We (first) restrict the communication system to be one-ported.
Let T r R be a gather/scatter tree spanning a set of processors R, rooted at processor r 2 R. The size of T r R is defined to be the sum of the sizes of the data blocks for the processors in the tree, SizeðT ; . . . ; T r j R j Þ we denote the tree with (a prefix of) its subtrees in that order. Since the root by the one-ported communication assumption must communicate with these subtrees one after the other, the subtrees are considered in sequence, and this order is fixed as part of the gather/scatter tree. Since local copying cannot by our assumptions be overlapped with communication, the root r has at some point to perform its local copy of its data block ½m i which we account for by having one of the subtrees be the singleton T r frg for which it holds that SizeðT ; . . . ; T r j R j in that order under the one-ported network model is defined by the equations given in Fig. 1 . A tree T r R is optimal if it has least completion time over all possible trees over R with root r.
The equations in Fig. 1 express that before processor r can gather from its jth subtree T r j R j , it must have completed gathering from the previous subtrees. When also the gathering in T r j R j by processor r j has been completed, the segment of data blocks from T r j R j can be sent from processor r j to processor r at the cost given by the (non-homogeneous) transmission cost model (Equation (1)). If the jth subtree is r itself, the local copy has to be done (Equation (2)). For scattering, the root first sends the segment of data blocks for the jth subtree to processor r j , and then scatter to the preceding subtrees. The completion time is the transmission time plus the time for the slower of the two concurrent scatter operations.
We note that given a gather or scatter tree as described, the completion time of the operation can be computed in OðpÞ time steps by a bottom up traversal of the tree.
In order to classify the complexity of constructing optimal gather and scatter trees we now introduce a further constraint on gather and scatter trees.
. . . ; j is a list of consecutively ranked processors from i to j; j ! i, r 2 R, each subtree is likewise strongly ordered, and the subtrees are sequenced one after the other in such a way that the last processor in each subtree is the processor ranked immediately before the first processor in the immediately following subtree. A gather or scatter tree T r R that is not strongly ordered is non-ordered.
Discussion
Ordered versus non-ordered are structural properties of the communication trees. The completion time of Definition 2 assumes k ¼ 1 communication ports, but can be extended also to k > 1 communication ports. Each port can independently receive or send blocks from a subset of the subtrees, one after the other, and the completion time would be the time for the last port to finish. Subtrees could be assigned to ports statically. Alternatively, it could be assumed that the assignment is done greedily, such that a finished ports starts sending or receiving from the next subtree in the sequence not assigned to a port. Note that the precise choice would not change the cost of an optimal completion time tree.
An ordered communication tree with five (ordered) subtrees is shown in Fig. 2 . In an ordered gather tree algorithm, each processor gathers and maintains only a consecutively ordered segment of data blocks from its children, and at no stage will blocks have to be permuted to fulfill the consecutive ordering constraint at the root. Also no prior offset calculations are needed, the next block segment can be placed in the communication buffer immediately after the already received blocks. If the ordered subtrees are not sequenced one after another as defined, and the block segments are received in some possibly non-consecutive order (as could be the case in a non-blocking, asynchronous communication model), the tree is still said to be weakly ordered. Note that a gather tree is strongly ordered if and only if the strongly ordered subtrees are sequenced such that the roots are in increasing rank order.
Non-ordered trees provide more freedom to reduce completion time, but permutation of blocks at the root or other non-leaf processors to put blocks into rank order could lead to extra costs of g r m or more. Still note that an optimal, nonordered tree may complete faster than an optimal, weakly ordered tree, which may in turn complete faster than an optimal, ordered tree.
In [22] it was shown that ordered, binomial gather and scatter trees for the homogeneous transmission cost model can be found efficiently in a distributed manner with a root processor chosen by the algorithm. We use this result here, and also compare these trees against other (optimal) trees in our cost model in Section 5. These trees are good, but (usually) not optimal; but better trees require a large effort to construct. Proposition 1. Let m i ; i ¼ 0; . . . ; p À 1 be the data block sizes for the p processors. With homogeneous communication costs, and local copy cost g ¼ b, strongly ordered gather and scatter trees with completion time dlog 2 pea þ b P pÀ1 i¼0 m i exist, and can be constructed offline in OðpÞ steps.
The trick of the construction is to pair adjacent, ordered subtrees with the same number of processors, but such that the subtree with the smaller amount of data sends (in the gather case) its data to the tree with the larger amount of data.
POLYNOMIAL TIME CONSTRUCTIONS FOR ORDERED TREES
We now show that optimal, smallest completion time, ordered gather and scatter trees can be constructed in polynomial time.
Characterizing Tree Completion Times
The following observation express the tree completion times more concisely and is crucial for all following algorithms ; . . . ; T r i fr i g Þ in that order. One subtree must be T r frg for which the local copy at the root r is done. T r j R j ðÁÞ denotes the jth subtree with its full sequence of subtrees. Fig. 2 . An ordered gather or scatter tree for p ¼ 21 processors rooted at processor r ¼ 9. The tree is neither binary nor binomial. In a gather operation, the root receives consecutive segments of data blocks from the subtrees from left to right. In a scatter operation, the root sends consecutive segments to the subtrees from right to left. For the subtree T 9 ½9 a local copy at the root is performed. Whether the tree is optimal depends on the data block sizes m i . and results. Propositions 2 and 3 both assume one-ported communication, and are difficult to extend to more communication ports.
Proposition 2. An optimal completion time, non-ordered communication tree for an irregular gather (or scatter) operation over a set P (of at least two) one-ported processors consists in a subtree T r R rooted at some processor r 2 R and a subtree T r 0 R rooted at some other processor r 0 2 R where R and R is a partition of P with communication between processors r and r 0 that minimizes TimeðT Proof. The partition of P into R and R in Equation (7) defines the last subtree in the sequence of subtrees of T r R as in Equation (1) of Definition 2, and assigns the same cost. Equation (8) fixes the position in the sequence of subtrees of r for performing the local copy by partitioning P into R ¼ frg and R ¼ R n frg and corresponds to Equation (2) . This always puts the subtrees over R after the local copy in the sequence, such that completion of T r 0 R can be done concurrently with the local copy of cost g r m r . An optimal, non-ordered tree must have this structure, since the case where communication is done first and then the local copy (which cannot be overlapped) would have cost TimeðT
Þ þ g r m r which is larger than maxðg r m r ; TimeðT r 0 R ÞÞ þ a r 0 r þ b r 0 r SizeðT r 0 R Þ. A tree that is optimal according to the proposition will therefore also be optimal according to Definition 2, and vice versa.
t u
The importance of Proposition 2 is in characterizing optimal completion time trees. Corollary 1. In the one-ported transmission cost model, optimal completion time gather and scatter trees exhibit optimal substructure.
Proof. In order for the completion time of Equation (7) to be optimal, both subtrees T r R and T r 0 R must be optimal; if not a possibly better completion time tree could be found. t u Ordered and non-ordered trees are shown in Fig. 3 to illustrate Proposition 2 and the following Proposition 3.
Corollary 1 states that the problem of constructing optimal gather and scatter trees can be solved by dynamic programming. Unfortunately, Proposition 2 seems to imply that all possible partitions of the set of processors into the subsets R and R need to be considered, and for non-ordered trees, this might indeed be so as Section 4 shows. For (strongly) ordered trees where P ¼ ½i; i þ 1; . . . ; j is a consecutive list of processors, however, only j À i partitions have to be considered, namely R ¼ ½i; . . . ; k and
Proposition 3. An optimal, least cost, ordered communication tree for an irregular gather or scatter problem over a list of processors P ¼ ½i; i þ 1; . . . ; j with at least two processors consists in ordered subtrees over ½i; . . . ; k and ½k þ 1; . . . ; j for some k; i k < j with roots r 2 ½i; . . . ; k and r 0 2 ½k þ 1; . . . ; j, or r 2 ½k þ 1; . . . ; j and r 0 2 ½i; . . . ; k that minimizes TimeðT r P Þ defined by the equations given in Fig. 4 .
Proof. The proposition follows by specialization of Proposition 2, keeping track of whether the root is in the list of processors ½i; . . . ; k or ½k þ 1; . . . ; j. Equations (3) and (4) correspond to Equation (7) . Equations (5) and (6) correspond to Equation (8) but are asymmetric because of the strong ordering constraints. When r 2 ½r; . . . ; j is the first processor, the local copy can be done concurrently with completing the tree T r 0 ½rþ1;...;j after which communication is paid for. When on the other hand r 2 ½i; . . . ; r is the last processor, the data blocks ½m i ; . . . ; m rÀ1 must be communicated first after which the local copy can take place. t u ½0;...;k Þ, respectively, which has to be paid in addition to the respective times maxðTimeðT R Þ; TimeðT R ÞÞ and maxðTimeðT ½0;...;k Þ; TimeðT ½kþ1;...;pÀ1 ÞÞ for completing the subtrees. For the ordered trees, the cases where r 2 ½0; . . . ; k and r 2 ½kþ 1; . . . ; p À 1 both have to be considered. Fig. 4 . Equations characterizing the completion time of ordered gather and scatter trees over a range of processors ½i; . . . ; j rooted at processor r 2 ½i; . . . ; j.
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Discussion
Proposition 2 and Corollary 1 do not seem to extend to the case with k > 1 communication ports. An optimal completion time k-ported tree is not characterized by partitioning P into k þ 1 optimal subtrees where k ports of the root in one subtree gathers or scatters from or to k other subtrees. The k subtrees must all have completed (as determined by the slowest port of the root processors in these trees) before communication and be optimal, but the one tree with the root does not have to be optimal. A port at the root that is delayed by other communication could communicate with a fast subtree, leading to an overall faster completion time. Constructing optimal trees for the k > 1 ported case seems more difficult than with only one port, and it is not known (to the author) whether this problem can be solved as efficiently.
Dynamic Programming Algorithms
Proposition 3 and Corollary 1 show that the problem of finding optimal, ordered gather and scatter trees for the oneported communication model can be solved efficiently by dynamic programming by building up optimal subtrees for larger and larger ranges of processors ½i; . . . ; j. Using the optimality criteria from Proposition 3, we now develop the dynamic programming equations for both non-homogeneous and homogeneous communication costs.
The size of a tree T r ½i;...;j over a range of processors ½i; . . . ; j can be computed in constant time as SizeðT r ½i;...;j Þ ¼ S½j À S½i À 1 from precomputed prefix sums S½i ¼ P i j¼0 m j (with S½À1 ¼ 0). The completion time of an ordered tree over a range of processors ½i; . . . ; j is determined by the completion times of smaller, optimal subtrees over ranges ½i; . . . ; k and ½k þ 1; . . . ; j and the communication time for transmitting between the subtrees. With non-homogeneous communication costs, transmission times can be different between different pairs of processors. We let C½i; j; r denote the completion time of an optimal gather or scatter tree over processors in the range ½i; . . . ; j rooted at processor r 2 ½i; . . . ; j, and comm ij ðmÞ ¼ a ij þ b ij m the cost of communicating a block of size m in the non-homogeneous transmission cost model, with in addition comm ij ð0Þ ¼ 0 meaning no communication when no data. Now, C½i; j; r can be computed as given by the equations in Fig. 5 which follow directly from Proposition 3, given that the required values C½i; k; r and C½k þ 1; j; r 0 are available. There is no cost for singleton trees C½i; i; i. If the root r is the first processor i, there is a local copy cost of g r m r , concurrently with which the other tree over processors ½i þ 1; . . . ; j can be completed, and additional cost of the communication between processor i and the root r 0 in the tree over processors ½i þ 1; . . . ; j. Similarly if the root r is the last processor j in the range, with the difference that the local copy in this case must be done only after the communication has taken place. Otherwise, there are two cases, depending on whether r 2 ½i; . .
The values C½i; j; r can be maintained in a threedimensional table C that can be computed bottom up, step by step increasing the size of the processor ranges ½i; . . . ; j. Each such step requires a pass over all i, all k; i k < j, and all r 0 2 ½i; . . . ; j, for a total of Oðp 4 Þ operations over all range increasing steps. Computing the sizes S½i; j is done on the fly in constant time from the precomputed prefix sums. The actual trees can be constructed by keeping an additional two-dimensional table root½i; j that keeps track of the subtree root r 0 chosen for the processor range ½i; . . . ; j. The trees constructed are not necessarily binomial, or binary; each subtree may have an arbitrary degree between 0 and p À 1. We say that optimal trees have variable degree, and have argued for the following theorem. Theorem 1. Completion time optimal, variable degree gather and scatter trees for the irregular gather and scatter problems on p fully connected, one-ported processors under a linear-time, non-homogeneous transmission cost model can be computed in Oðp 4 Þ operations using Oðp 3 Þ space.
Proof. Optimality follows from Proposition 3, and the complexity from the dynamic programming construction of the three-dimensional table C. Each part of the equations in Fig. 5 takes at most Oðp 2 Þ time, and the table can be constructed by two nested loops of at most p iterations each. t u For non-homogeneous communication systems, when two subtrees over a range of processors communicate, it is necessary to consider all possible best rooted trees over the range, since the communication cost from the different roots may differ. For homogeneous systems, where the a and b parameters are the same for all pairs of processors, this is not the case, and it suffices to keep track of the overall best rooted tree for each processor range ½i; . . . ; j instead of each possible root in ½i; . . . ; j. This leads to the simplified, dynamic programming equations given in Fig. 6 which find a least cost gather or scatter tree for a best possible root. Since only a best possible root needs to be maintained for each range, this lowers the overall complexity by a factor of p to Oðp 3 Þ operations, leading to the following theorem. Theorem 2. Completion optimal variable degree gather and scatter trees for the irregular gather and scatter problems on p fully connected, one-ported processors under a linear-time, homogeneous transmission cost model can be computed in Oðp 3 Þ operations using Oðp 2 Þ space.
Proof. The correctness of the equations in Fig. 6 follow from Proposition 3. The two-dimensional C table is constructed by a standard, dynamic programming algorithm in Oðp 3 Þ operations.
We note that by explicitly keeping track of the root chosen for each range ½i; . . . ; j in a separate, two-dimensional table root½i; j, the computed trees can easily be reconstructed as is a standard dynamic programming technique, see, e.g., [7] . For computing a tree rooted at an externally given root r, the equations have to be modified so that communication is always with this root for processor ranges ½i; . . . ; j with r 2 ½i; . . . ; j. Also this is straightforward.
Dynamic Programming for Fixed-Degree Trees
Binary (or other fixed-degree trees) are sometimes used for implementing rooted collective operations like broadcast and reduction. Dynamic programming can likewise be used to compute optimal, ordered, binary trees for these problems. For completeness (and because this could be relevant for, e.g., sparse reduction problems, or for exploring the structure of optimal trees) we state the corresponding dynamic programming equations. There are five cases to consider. The root of an ordered, binary tree is either "at the left", "at the right" or somewhere "in the middle", or the root has only one child, either left or right. The equations assuming a homogeneous cost model are given in Fig. 7 . Also here, a best possible root is chosen by the algorithm; it is easy to modify to the case where the root is externally given; here only the last extension step filling in table entry C½0; p À 1 needs to be adapted to sending to the fixed root r and choose the best subtrees out of the five possible cases. This gives the following theorem. By the same techniques, optimal, ordered trees for broadcast and reduction can likewise be computed. The only difference is that the size for each node in such trees are the same, namely S½i; j ¼ m for all i j. Note that the trees computed in this way are special in the sense that the subtrees of interior nodes span consecutive ranges of processors ½i; . . . ; j. As Section 4 will show, not all optimal broadcast trees have this structure. However, this property is useful for reduction operations, where binary reduction operations may have to be performed in processor rank order (unless the operation is commutative); MPI for instance has such constraints.
Theorem 4. Cost-optimal, ordered broadcast and reduction trees on p fully connected, one-ported processors under a linear-time, non-homogeneous transmission cost model can be computed in Oðp 4 Þ operations and Oðp 3 Þ space (respectively Oðp 3 Þ time and Oðp 2 Þ space under homogeneous costs).
Discussion
The dynamic programming algorithms are hardly practically relevant, unless trees can be precomputed and reused many times in persistent communications, or unless problems are so large that m is Vðp 4 Þ (or Vðp 3 Þ) and actual communication time offsets the tree construction time. Furthermore, the constructions are offline, and require full knowledge of the block sizes for all processors. In MPI and other interfaces, only the root processor has this information. A schedule could be computed at the root, and sent to the other processors (with at least a linear time communication overhead), an idea that was explored in [20] .
HARDNESS OF THE NON-ORDERED CONSTRUCTIONS
The ordering constraint on communication trees made polynomial time constructions of optimal gather and scatter trees possible. The following theorems show that finding cost-optimal trees when subtrees are not required to be ordered is a different, harder problem. The first and second are easy observations. Theorem 5. Constructing optimal, minimum completion time broadcast trees in the non-homogeneous, fully-connected, oneported, linear transmission cost model is NP-hard.
This is a simple observation and reduction from the Minimum Broadcast Time problem, see [11, ND49] and [18] . The Minimum Broadcast Time problem is, for a given unweighted, undirected graph G and root vertex u to find the minimum number of communication rounds required to broadcast a unit size message from u to all other vertices in G, where in each communication round, a vertex can send a message to some other vertex along an edge of G. We take a uv ¼ 1 for all edges uv of G, and a u 0 v 0 ¼ 1 for edges u 0 v 0 not in G, m ¼ 1 and all b uv ¼ 1. An optimal broadcast tree in the non-homogeneous cost model would be a solution to the Minimum Broadcast Time problem, and vice versa. 
TR € AFF: ON OPTIMAL TREES FOR IRREGULAR GATHER AND SCATTER COLLECTIVES
As indicated in Section 2.3 with k-ported communication, k > 1, an optimal algorithm would entail solving a hard packing problem.
Theorem 6.
Finding an optimal solution to the irregular gather and scatter problems in the k-ported, homogeneous, fully connected, linear transmission cost model is NP-hard for k > 1. This is a simple reduction from Multiprocessor Scheduling [11, SS8] . Given an instance of the scheduling problem, we construct a gather scatter operation over p processors where p is equal to the number of jobs, plus one extra root processor r. We take a ij ¼ 0 and b ij ¼ 1 for all processor pairs i; j, with k equal to the number of machines, and data block m i equal to length of the ith job and m r ¼ 0. With no latency, optimal gather and scatter trees are stars rooted at r, and the completion time of the gather/scatter algorithm which is the time for the last communication port to finish corresponds directly to the scheduling deadline.
More interestingly, and less obvious, even in the oneported, homogeneous communication cost model, finding non-ordered gather and scatter trees remains hard. The details are worked out in the proof. Proof. The claim is by reduction from the PARTITION problem [11, SP12] to the problem of constructing an optimal gather tree.
An instance of the PARTITION problem is a set of positive integers, m i ; i ¼ 0; . . . ; p À 1; m i > 0, with m ¼ P pÀ1 i¼0 m i even. The problem is to determine whether there is a subset R of f0; . . . ; p À 1g with P i2R m i ¼ m=2. The problem is trivial if there is some m i with m i ! m=2, so we assume that for all m i ; m i < m=2. For any subset R of f0; . . . ; p À 1g we let R denote the complement f0; . . . ; p À 1g n R.
For the cost model we take g ¼ b ¼ 1, meaning that there is a local copy cost for each processor for its own data block. We consider gather tree constructions where the root processor is chosen by the algorithm. By Proposition 1 we know that under these assumptions, an ordered gather tree with cost dlog 2 pea þ P pÀ1 i¼0 m i over the integers in the PARTITION instance can be computed in OðpÞ time steps.
With p the number of integers in the PARTITION instance, we define a ¼ 1=p such that ap ¼ 1. 
The claim is that there is a solution to the PARTITION instance with partition into subsets R and R if and only if the optimal, lowest completion time gather tree completes in time 2m þ 2 þ 2a. Furthermore, this optimal time gather tree has the structure shown in Fig. 8 , in which the processors p þ 1 and p having the two large blocks will be the roots in two subtrees, each gathering blocks from the processors for the two sets R and R and processor p þ 1 finally receiving all blocks gathered by processor p. Recall the optimality criterion of Proposition 2, which states that the cost of a gather tree is determined by the most expensive of two subtrees plus the cost of communication between two subtrees. Also note that with g ¼ b ¼ 1, any gather tree will take at least m 0 ¼ 2m þ 2 time to complete. Finally, note that each non-leaf processor i; 0 i < p þ 2 in a non-ordered algorithm can do the local copy of its block m 0 i at the point where it causes the least overall cost, that is concurrently with the construction of any one of its subtrees.
For the "if" part, first assume that R; R is a solution to the PARTITION instance. Let R be the subset with the smallest number of elements (denoted by jRj) which is at Fig. 7 . Dynamic programming equations for constructing optimal, ordered binary trees under a homogeneous transmission cost model commðmÞ ¼ a þ bm. most p=2 such that p=2 þ dlog 2 jRje < p. By Proposition 1, an optimal gather tree for this subset has cost at most
which is smaller than the cost gm 0 pþ1 ¼ m=2 þ 1 for the local copy of the large block at processor p þ 1. The subtree over R can therefore be constructed concurrently with the local copy, and the blocks from the subtree sent to processor p þ 1, for a total cost of m=2
The elements in R can be gathered to processor p in two steps in time m þ j Rja þ 2a as indicated in Fig. 8 . The processors for the elements in R are split into two non-empty parts, such that the gather time for each is less than m=2, the time for processor p to locally copy its block of size m 0 p ¼ m=2. The blocks for the two parts are sent to processor p in two operations incurring two times the latency a and a total time of m þ j Rja þ 2a.
, the two trees rooted at processor p þ 1 and processor p can be constructed concurrently, with total time for completing the gathering at root processor p þ 1 being
as claimed, recalling that jRja þ j Rja ¼ ap ¼ 1. For the "only if" part, we argue that any other tree takes longer than 2m þ 2 þ 2a to complete gathering. Therefore, if there is no solution to the PARTITION instance, the optimal gather tree has a different structure than shown in Fig. 8 and takes longer. Since each send operation to the root adds at least an a term, we do not have to consider trees where the root has more than two children. Also, the processors p and p þ 1 having the large blocks must be subtree roots, since sending a large block, say, m
extra time instead of only m 0 pþ1 for a local copy when processor p þ 1 is a local root. We therefore only have to consider trees with the structure shown in Figs. 8 and 9 . The case where the root processor p þ 1 receives from only one child would take much longer, resulting from first gathering all elements from R [ R at processor p which takes time at least m 0 p þ m þ 1 þ a and then sending the m=2 þ m þ 1 units to processor p þ 1. This is in total at least 3m þ 2 þ 2a.
We first consider the case where the block sizes of the two subsets R and R are not balanced, and argue that the tree shown in Fig. 8 has completion time larger than 2m þ 2 þ 2a.
Assume that P i2R m i > m=2. Since trivial solutions to the partition problem are excluded, R consists of at least two processors, and the gather time of a tree rooted at some processor in R is therefore at least a þ
If on the other hand P i2R m i < m=2, and conse-
, the subtree rooted at processor p would have completion time larger than m
i for a total time after gathering at processor p þ 1 of at least 2m
Also the structure shown in Fig. 9 has larger completion time than 2m þ 2 þ 2a. Since R [ R by the non-triviality assumption has at least three elements, the cost of gathering in a tree over R [ R is at least m þ 1 þ 2a as shown in Lemma 1 stated below. Therefore an optimal tree rooted at p þ 1 which first receives block m p and subsequently all elements of the PARTITION instance would take time at least 2m þ 2 þ 3a.
In summary, if there is no solution to the given PARTITION instance, the completion time of an optimal gather tree is strictly larger than 2m þ 2 þ 2a, as claimed.
For the proof, the following structural lemma was needed. Lemma 1. Let m i ; 0 i < p be the block sizes of a gather problem of size m ¼ P pÀ1 i¼0 m i over at least three processors p and with each m i a positive integer with m i < bm=2c. An optimal gather tree has at least two children and cost at least 2a þ m in a system with communication parameters g ¼ b ¼ 1, and 0 < a < 1 with dlog 2 pea < 1.
Proof. Assume that some processor r 2 f0; . . . ; p À 1g is chosen as root in an optimal tree. Since m r < m=2, and P i¼0;...;rÀ1;rþ1;...pÀ1 m i ! m=2 þ 1 > m=2, having the root receive all elements from just one child would cost at least m þ 2 þ a. An optimal tree will therefore have at least two children, and cost at least m þ 2a.
In the proof of Theorem 7, we chose a < 1 with pa ¼ 1. The proof can easily be adopted for the case where only integer costs are allowed for the model parameters a; b; g. Simply choose a ¼ 1, and construct the gather problem with 
is a solution to the PARTITION instance given by the m i elements.
As an example, consider the PARTITION instance m i ¼ ½2; 3; 3; 3; 4; 4; 4; 6; 6; 13 with p ¼ 10 and m ¼ 48. This instance has a solution with R being the elements [3, 3, 4, 4, 4, 6, 6] , and an optimal gather tree as constructed in the proof of
responding to one extra subtree. Thus, relaxing the ordering constraint can lead to slightly better solutions, but finding the better tree is an NP-hard problem as now proved in Theorem 7.
RELATIVE QUALITY OF GATHER TREES
Since the costs of computing optimal, ordered gather and scatter trees are high, it makes sense to compare the completion times of optimal trees to the completion times of other types of trees that can be less expensively constructed. Such a comparison can also throw light on the performance (problems) with simple constructions often used in communication interfaces like MPI. For this comparison, we now focus on the irregular gather problems. Scatter trees will have the same completion times.
Model Comparisons
We have implemented the dynamic programming algorithms for constructing ordered, varying degree trees as well as ordered, binary trees for homogeneous communication networks from Theorems 2 and 3. In addition, we build simple, linear-latency, star-shaped communication trees, in which processors send directly to the root processor one after the other, as well as standard, rankordered binomial trees. These latter trees (linear and binomial) are problem-oblivious in the sense that the structure of the communication tree is determined solely by p, the number of processors, and the root r, but not by the problem block sizes m i . In addition, we have implemented the algorithm for constructing problem (size and distribution) aware binomial trees from Proposition 1. We call these trees (problem-)adaptive. The algorithm constructs a binomially structured tree that avoids waiting times by always letting the root of the faster (smaller size) tree send its data to the root of an adjacent tree with larger completion time. We are interested in seeing how the adaptive algorithms fare, in particular, how far the problem-adaptive binomial tree construction is from the optimal, ordered algorithms. If not far, there is no reason to spend Oðp 3 Þ operations (offline) in precomputing an optimal, ordered tree for a given gather problem; if far, it would make sense to look for good, parallel algorithms for computing the optimal gather and scatter trees. The constructions are done offline, and we calculate the model costs for homogeneous networks with chosen a; b; g parameters. All the implemented algorithms also explicitly construct the ordered communication trees with the corresponding completion times as explained. 2 The completion times computed and shown below are model costs, and not results from actual executions on any real, parallel computing system. Later, we do compare actual gather and scatter times for specially structured problems using trees with optimal structure against trees constructed by the problem-aware, adaptive, binomial tree algorithm [22] on a real cluster system.
Concretely, we study the trees constructed by the following algorithms.
Linear: Linear, star-tree gather algorithm; this construction takes OðpÞ steps to compute for an externally given, fixed root r. Binary: Optimal binary tree computed by dynamic programming as stated in Theorem 3. Oblivious: Standard, problem-oblivious, rank-ordered binomial tree. This can be computed in OðpÞ steps for an externally given, fixed root r, see, e.g., [5] . Adaptive: Problem-aware, adaptive binomial tree constructed by the algorithm of [22] with the properties described in Proposition 1. Since the constructed tree is binomial, the root has dlog 2 pe children, but otherwise there are no waiting times and the gather completion time is dlog 2 pea þ b P i6 ¼r m i þ gm r when the root r is chosen by the algorithm. Also this construction takes OðpÞ steps for an externally given, fixed root r. Optimal: Optimal, variable degree gather tree computed by the dynamic programming algorithm as stated in Theorem 2 in Oðp 3 Þ steps. All algorithms have two variants depending on whether a fixed gather root r is externally given (as in the MPI_Ga-therv operation), or a best possible root is chosen by the algorithm. We run both variants in our experiments; it is interesting to see how negatively a fixed root affects the gather times.
We have experimented with the same distributions of data block sizes m i to the processors as in [22] . Let b; b > 0 be a chosen, average block size, and r > 0 a further parameter. The problems to be solved have the following distributions of data block sizes. The problems are so defined that the total problem size m ¼ P pÀ1 i¼0 m i is roughly the same, m % pb for all problem types. The Same sized problem can serve as a sanity check, since the optimal completion times are known analytically for the regular gather operations (binomial trees). For the other problem distributions we look at variants where the data block sizes are not sorted and variants where the data blocks are in either increasing or decreasing order over the processors. This tests the heuristic proposed in [20] which suggests to virtually rerank processors such that blocks are in decreasing order and construct trees over the virtual ranks. Such trees are non-ordered in the sense of Definition 3. If there are differences between increasingly and decreasingly sorted problems, this gives concrete problem instances where non-ordered trees have lower completion times than ordered ones.
We have computed the completion times of the trees in the linear transmission cost model with p ¼ 2000 processors and different values for a; b and g, that is for fully connected systems with homogeneous transmission costs. In all cases, the externally given root r is chosen as the processor in the middle, namely r ¼ bp=2c (as was also done in [22] ). The parameter for the Spikes and Skewed distributions has been taken as r ¼ 5.
In the experiments, we have fixed the communication time per unit to b ¼ 1, and look at results for a low-latency regime with a ¼ 100, which means that (only) 100 units need to be transferred in order to outweigh the cost of one extra communication operation. We give results for medium large problems with b ¼ 1000. We report the case with local copy costs with g ¼ b. The results are shown in Table 1 . More results also for the case with no local copy costs g ¼ 0 can be found in the accompanying technical report [21] . The first line for each data block distribution is the completion times for the trees with externally given root r ¼ bp=2c, while the second line gives the best possible time with a root chosen by the algorithm (given in brackets). Proposition 1 gives another sanity check for the adaptive binomial tree construction, where the completion times should be exactly m þ dlog 2 pea ¼ m þ 1100.
For all algorithms there is a sometimes quite significant difference between the case where the algorithm is allowed to choose a best possible root (leading to lowest completion time) and the case where the root is externally imposed. The optimal algorithm is best able to compensate for this by finding trees that better accommodate an ill-chosen root, and the differences between the two cases for this algorithm are very small. Since this is the common case for interfaces like MPI, optimal, ordered, variable-degree trees can have some advantage over the other constructions. An externally determined root is particularly damaging to the oblivious algorithms like the standard, binomial tree, where this can lead to large data blocks having to be sent along paths of logarithmic length. The second best algorithm is the adaptive binomial tree which can in many cases also accommodate, and is almost always strictly better than the oblivious binomial tree (and by design never worse). In the presence of latency, the linear algorithm is not optimal since it pays at least ðp À 1Þa time units of latency which becomes more and more prominent with increasing network latency. Binary trees are in (almost) all cases significantly worse than the other trees (including linear, star-shaped), and should be disregarded for gather and scatter collectives.
For the Same sized problems, binomial trees are known to be optimal, and as can be seen the dynamic programming algorithms produces trees with the same completion times. For most of the other distributions, except Alternating and Two blocks, optimal, ordered trees can actually save a few latency terms over the adaptive, binomial trees, which could be significant in high latency systems. Differences between the oblivious and the adaptive binomial trees can be very considerable when the root r is imposed from the outside, exhibited prominently for the Skewed and the Two blocks distributions. The differences mostly disappear if the algorithms themselves are allowed to choose a best possible root. Whether block sizes occur in decreasing or increasing order also makes a considerable difference for the binomial tree algorithms when the root is fixed as can be seen for the Random, Random increasing and Random decreasing, and for the Increasing and Decreasing distributions. This vindicates the heuristic suggested in [20] according to which processors should be ordered such that block sizes are in decreasing order from the root processor. When the root is instead chosen by the algorithm, the differences disappear for the optimal, ordered trees and the adaptive trees, but not for the oblivious binomial trees. It is also noteworthy that sorting, whether in increasing or decreasing order make the optimal ordered trees better than when the blocks are not sorted, even if it is only by one a.
Practical Impact
We finally investigate whether there are cases where nonbinomial, optimal trees can do better than the adaptive binomial trees described and evaluated in [22] when implemented for a real system for and in MPI. We look at specific gather/scatter problems where it is obvious that the smallest completion time trees are not binomial. This is captured in Lemma 2.
Lemma 2. Let x and y be two distinct block sizes, x < y, for a gather or scatter problem with block sizes m i ; 0 i < p with m r ¼ y for exactly one r and m i ¼ x for all other i 6 ¼ r, such that the size of the problem is m ¼ ðp À 1Þx þ y. Let a; b; g be the communication parameters of a homogeneous system with g ¼ b. If dlog ðp À 1Þea þ bðp À 1Þx by, the cost of an optimal gather or scatter tree is a þ bm, and smaller than dlog pea þ bm.
Proof. By Proposition 1, a tree of cost at most dlog ðp À 1Þeaþ bðp À 1Þx exists over the processors with m i ¼ x. Concurrently, the processor with m r ¼ y can perform its local copy which takes by, after which transmission between the roots of the two trees take place. Since there is only one communication latency to be accounted for in this tree, no better, lower latency tree can exist since also p > 1. Any tree where the block m r is transmitted will have cost a þ bm r plus the cost of the other blocks, which is larger. t u
The argument assumes that processors can be freely ordered such that the x and y trees can be handled concurrently. If ordered gather or scatter trees are required, this is only possible if either m 0 ¼ y or m pÀ1 ¼ y, otherwise at least two communication operations will be required. This again shows that ordered trees can be slower than non-ordered trees. The dynamic programming algorithms would produce the best possible, ordered trees for such problem instances.
For problems with only two block sizes, optimal trees as outlined in Lemma 2 can readily be implemented by two concurrent gather or scatter operations on the domains of small and large blocks, respectively, and a single pointto-point communication. Since both gather/scatter operations are regular (small or large blocks), we can use the best implementations available for these problem, e.g., the library native MPI_Gather and MPI_Scatter operations. We use these implementations which we call TWO_Gatherv and TWO_Scatterv for the Spikes and Skewed distributions to compare against MPI library native MPI_Gatherv and MPI_Scatterv operations, and against implementations of the adaptive binomial tree algorithm called TUW_Gatherv and TUW_Scatterv [22] . We have done experiments on a medium-large Intel/InfiniBand cluster with 2000 Dual Intel Xeon E5-2650v2 8-core processors running at 2.6 GHz, interconnected with an InfiniBand QDR-80 network. 3 The MPI library is the native Intel MPI version 2018, and we choose the binomial tree algorithm for MPI_Gatherv and the linear algorithm for MPI_Scatterv which seemed to be the best performing available implementations in this library. We used p ¼ 8000 MPI processes on 500 nodes with 16 processes running on each.
Results for b ¼ 1; 10; 100; 1000; 10000 are plotted in Figs. 10 and 11, and show that optimal trees can perform better than binomial trees by a significant percentage, in the experiments with the Spikes scatter problems ranging from 25 to 50 percent. The poor performance of MPI_Scatterv on this system is due to a linear algorithm, which is clearly not the right choice for small(er), irregular scatter problems.
CONCLUDING REMARKS
This paper investigated the irregular scatter and gather collective communication operations, both with respect to completion times for the operations, as well as with respect to the difficulty of finding communication trees leading to good completion times. The results under a synchronous, one-ported point-to-point communication model show that there is a difference in both respects between ordered and non-ordered communication trees as introduced here: Strongly ordered, minimal completion time trees can be computed in polynomial time, whereas constructing possibly better, non-ordered trees is NP-hard. We implemented dynamic programming algorithms for computing optimal ordered trees, and compared the quality (completion times) of the constructed trees for a set of different problem data block distributions. Based on these experiments, the problem-dependent, adaptive binomial tree construction which can compute trees fast in a distributed manner [22] can be seen to produce ordered trees that are close to the optimal completion time trees and probably sufficient for most practical purposes. However, experiments with a real implementation for specially structured problems show that there are practical cases where optimal algorithms can do significantly better. This leaves room for devising practical algorithms that come still closer to the optimum solutions.
A number of interesting open problems have emerged which it would be worthwhile and fruitful to pursue further.
Can the dynamic programming constructions be improved and extended? Monotonicity properties in the gather and scatter trees can possibly lower the complexity. Which alternative approaches can possibly lead to optimal or approximately optimal trees? What is the complexity of constructing weakly ordered communication trees, even in the oneported model? Weakly ordered gather and scatter trees store consecutive segments of data blocks at all processors, but allow segments to be communicated in any order, not strictly in increasing rank order as required by the strictly ordered trees. 
APPENDIX DYNAMIC PROGRAMMING FOR LogGP
In this appendix, we outline how optimal, ordered, gather and scatter trees under the LogGP model [1] can also be constructed in polynomial time. In the LogGP model, sending a message of m units incurs an overhead o for injecting the first unit into the communication network, and a cost of Gðm À 1Þ for the remaining m À 1 units. The sending processor has a gap g before it can start injecting the next message (where it can possibly do something else, e.g., copying local data). The first unit arrives at the receiving processor with a latency of L, and ejecting it incurs an overhead at the receiving processor of likewise o where the processor is occupied. The remaining m À 1 units are received in time Gðm À 1Þ, with a gap of g before the next incoming message can be processed.
In the transmission cost model, the latency term a corresponds roughly to the overhead, with a ¼ o, and the b time per unit accounts for both gap per unit G, network latency L and injection and ejection gap g.
Using the same notation as in Proposition 3, in the LogGP model scattering a consecutive segment of possibly different sized blocks ½m i ; . . . ; m j over a range of processors ½i; . . . ; j from the sending root processor r 2 ½i; . . . ; k to some processor r 0 2 ½k þ 1; . . . j takes time o þ GðSizeðT r 0 ½kþ1;j Þ À 1Þ þ g þ TimeðT r ½i;...;k Þ, and receiving the blocks for a subtree rooted at processor r 0 2 ½k þ 1; . . . ; j takes time o þ L þ G ðSizeðT r 0 ½kþ1;j Þ À 1Þ þ TimeðT r ½kþ1;...;j Þ. The completion time for scattering the blocks is the maximum of the times for sending and receiving, and a best ordered scatter tree in the LogGP model can be found as the division of the ordered range of processors ½i; . . . ; k; ½k þ 1; . . . ; j that minimizes the time taken with optimal subtrees T r ½i;...;k and T r 0 ½kþ1;...;j . Complete dynamic programming equations as in Fig. 6 , also incorporating time taken for the local copy can now easily be formulated. Theorems 1, 2, 3 therefore extends also to the LogGP model. By specializing LogGP to the transmission cost model, it likewise follows that constructing optimal, non-ordered, fastest completion time trees for irregular gather and scatter problems is an NP-hard problem.
